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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION

THE HYBRID CONCEPT
The patented D1X Hybrid is an insulated Constant Volume Drysuit (C.I.V) with unique features. It is called Hybrid because 
of the fusion between a Trilam drysuit and an insulating undergarment. The entire suit is lined with a 3D Mesh lining fixed 
to the suit and works like the springs in a mattress, keeping the cold outer layer of the suit away from the body - at all 
times. This creates a constant volume of air around the body and insulates the body like a thermos. It means that this 
suit is very warm and does not require any thick and heavy undergarment.

QUALITY IN DETAILS
Waterproof remains the leading suit producer in the diving industry by keeping up with the latest technology. It is 
really all a matter of material development and keep focusing on improvment, from the composition of the suit 
fabric to the softness of the velcro tab holding the cuff. The D1X have several new features based on new 
available materials. 

ADVANTAGES
The Hybrid concept delivers several unique advantages not to be found in 

any other conventional drysuit.

Strong 10-Butyl layer Tri-Lam fabric| 3D Mesh 50D Inner lining | Anatomical Sculpting | SI TECH Quick Neck 
system | SI TECH QCS Ring System | Silicone Neck Seal and Silicone Wrist Seals | Warmneck | Dual 
Convertible Power Pockets with D-Ring and Cord Loops| Anatomical Kevlar© Reinforced Boot | Kevlar© 
Reinforced Knee Pads | Heavy Duty Zipper Cover | Anti-slip seat | SI TECH Valves | Warm Cuffs | Integrated 
Suspenders | Moulded Hook and Loop Fastener Tabs | Including a H1 7mm H.A.V.S Hood, Drybag and a spare set 
of WP Silicone Seals | Plastic Free Packaging

Art No: Men’s 672-1, Ladies 672-2

INSULATION - It is all a matter of keeping a layer of insulating air 
between you and the cold water. The Patented 3D Mesh inner lining gets 
the job done because it works like a thermos bottle. It creates what we 
call a Constant Insulation Volume or C.I.V. at all depths.

VENTILATION - The Patented 3D Mesh inner lining provides unrestricted 
air flow and prevents trapped air. It makes buoyancy control easier and 
controls the inner climate. It also dries out faster after every dive.

CONDENSATION - The constant distance and unrestricted air flow 
provided by Waterproof’s 3D Mesh inner lining keeps moist air away from 
your body. As a result you will feel dry and warm. The 3D Mesh lining 
does not absorb any liquid and will stay dry.

PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION - The 3D Mesh has exceptional resistance to 
pressure. It provides real pressure distribution and keeps the distance 
constant to the outer shell. This virtually eliminates squeeze and cold 
spots.


